How to Order Certified FINOLA Planting Seed
Please use the link below to send us your order and deliver information:
http://finola.fi/order-finola/
We are not sending seed outside of the Euro Zone in 2019
Our planting seed is certified in 25 kg bags. Each bag has its own official C1
seed tag, which proves that your crop is FINOLA. This C1 tag may not be
legally used to resell smaller amounts of seed from the certified 25 kg bag.
We suggest a seeding rate between 25-30 kg/ha. Good soil conditions,
sufficient fertilization and correct sowing depth are essential for this variety.
Please read our basic farming info, found on this page: http://www.finola.fi/.

Seed prices for orders less than 250 kg*, without transport costs
Number of 25 kg Bags

Minimum Hectares

Price*

€/kg

1 bag, 25 kg
2 bags, 50 kg
3 bags, 75 kg
…
10 bags, 250 kg

1 hectare
2 hectares
3 hectares
…
10 hectares

€ 275.50*
€ 575.00*
€ 862.50*
…
€ 3450.00

€ 11.50
€ 11.50
€ 11.50
…
€ 10.00

Over 10 bags

Over 10 hectares

Inquire

Less

*It is a slow and expensive process to send small orders from Finland. For this
reason, orders that are less than 250 kg will be invoiced and sent from one of our
distributors in Central Europe, to save you time and money on the delivery.
Orders that are less than 4 bags must be sent separately by UPS, with a €40
handling charge added for each bag. Orders with more than 4 bags are sent on a
wooden pallet, with no extra handling charge. We can ship up to 750 kg (30 x 25
kg bags) on one EUR pallet. Just send your order to http://finola.fi/order-finola/
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After placing your order, please be patient. An invoice will be sent to you,
which includes the full cost of the seed and door to door transport. If you live in
the EU and do not have a valid VAT number for cross boarder transactions, then
this tax will be added to your invoice, because we must pay this for you.
All payments must be received before your seed is shipped. We only accept
payments by direct bank transfer. We do not accept credit cards. We do not
accept cryptocurrencies. Please, do not send partial payments! Your seed will be
shipped only after your payment has arrived.
Current status of FINOLA in the European Union
FINOLA is on the official list of approved hemp varieties in Europe, and
European farmers are entitled to the Single Payment (CAP) subsidy for the
cultivation of FINOLA in all EU Member States. If official field samples are
collected for THC testing in your country, please be sure to help your
agricultural officials plan for the correct time to collect FINOLA field samples;
about 55 days after sowing. The correct sampling time typically begins about 45
days after sowing, and even sooner in hot or dry climates. Also, please inform us
if late samples are collected from your field. To understand more about the
correct sampling time for this variety, we have posted useful information on
FINOLA's morphology and development on this page: http://www.finola.fi/.
Contact and Availability: I really enjoy hearing from all the nice people that
grow hemp, or want to grow hemp, and I wish there were enough time to give
personal advice to everyone. Since this is not always possible, especially in the
spring, we have posted a wide range of practical information on the Finola web
pages. If you desire more information on the FINOLA variety, or hemp in
general, please look and see if your questions can be answered in one of our
PDFs. I do not like to comment on potential CBD yields, because this is a
complex topic with many moving parts, and the results can vary widely,
depending on the growing conditions and time of harvest. There no clear answer
that will satisfy everyone. This is the same for any hemp variety, and you really
won’t know until you have done the work yourself. Then we can have a more
interesting conversation, once you have some data to analyse.
Jace Callaway, Ph.D., CEO
Finola OY in Kuopio, Finland

VAT number FI 1706848-2

